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ANNEX 1
Draft for completion of the lecture of Mr. Popper for the General Meeting of CIP

In the next part of my lecture aimed at regional activities in the countries of the former east block I would like to
present interesting projects of the joint stock company Graddo, successfully operating in the Czech Republic, in Central
Europe for a period of 10 years.

The joint stock company Graddo CR is a company with strong project orientation co-operating with the
international project centre CIP-UIOPE and the international association of bodyguards and security services IBSSA. Dr. A.
Cach, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the company, acts in the Central European headquarters as one of six presidents
of the International Academy of Informatisation. The structures of the Academy provide the team of scientific employees of
the Science Centre of the company Graddo and the employees represent the top representatives of their branches. The
scientists have brought to the Science Centre of Graddo the results of their more than 10-year lasting scientific efforts,
including functional samples and prototypes. The firm Graddo purchased their authors’ rights. Now, the Science Centre of
Graddo provides them with an opportunity to put their patents into life and to intensively work on other new patents.
One of the patents represents a unique preparation for extremely efficient growth stimulation and protection of plants from
diseases, moulds, pests, which also improve the plants resistance against adverse influences of the surrounding
environment. The preparation does not work on the basis of genetic engineering of any chemical basis, but it works on a
unique natural basis. It has been tested in Australia, India and China. In consideration of results reached in the sphere of
hectare yields and also in consideration of the fact that all and any phyto-hygienic, environmental and health licences and
certifications proved this preparation to be absolutely problem-free, the joint stock company Graddo decided to implement
the project on a large-scale basis. On the basis of this program it is possible to reach a real breakthrough in the
arrangement of food supplies for the mankind. By gradual termination of the chemical era of plant protection preparation
it will significantly support environmental protection and health.
Thanks to the preparation there are reached extreme increases of hectare yields of crops in the extent of 60-95%. There is
also extremely increased the quality of crops and food products made of them. The established production capacities of the
company Graddo in the CR allow covering of the demand for the preparation in Central Europe up to the volume of 500 mil.
USD per year with a unique profitability of up to 30%.
In consideration of this potential and the significance of the preparation for the nutrition of the mankind, the company
Graddo would like to appeal to its partners with the idea that the preparation would be patented in various parts of the
world, the production premises could possibly be transferred there or the company could reliably distribute the preparation
in a concentrate or ready-to-use form for a concrete application.
Together with this highly perspective program Graddo a.s. has been finishing the program of production of ferments that
could solve the food problems of the mankind. Thanks to an extensive basis of various ferments Graddo a.s. is able to use
the principle of bio-fermentation for production of high-quality food products that do not represent any burden for the
human organism. The source materials can include woody materials, crops with starch contents or waste materials with
contents of cellulose. In consideration of provable multiple effects this is an ideal program of nutrition for the developing
countries. In relation to this program, Graddo is interested in co-operation with partners in the sphere of distribution as well
as in the sphere of financing of future development of this program.
The joint stock company Graddo would like to introduce the projects into the market in 2003-2006. It is supposed that it will
not be difficult to find suitable partners as these are highly perspective, humanitarian and simultaneously very profitable
projects.

At the present time Graddo also develops a security agency with 500 bodyguards, offering complex services and aspiring to
be the largest in Central Europe. This agency closely co-operates from the position of a highly efficient member with the
International Bodyguard and Security Service Association IBSSA, operating in 100 countries. In consideration of the global
wave of terrorism and the generally increased security risks, the services of the IBSSA CZ agency are really needed,
requested and searched for mainly by top clients. In consideration of extreme professionalism, training of the staff and
above-standard conception and complexity of the offer, the services of the IBSSA CZ agency are intensively requested and
highly profitable.

It is a great honour for Graddo to be allowed to inform about these unique projects supporting to solution of key
problems of the contemporary world just at the Forum of the General Meeting of the International Project Centre CIP-UIOF
and to present and explain everything in an appropriate way at the occasion of this general Meeting. The company also
hopes to receive appropriate support from you for these projects. Simultaneously, the company appeals to potential
partners or parties recommended by you and interested in active and productive co-operation with the company Graddo
during realisation of these projects.

